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ABSTRACT
Vedavathi Ramachandran, Neha, MSAE, Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University, Aug
2018. Development to a flexible surface acoustic wave sensor for strain sensing.
Surface acoustic wave (SAW) sensors have increasing demand in structural
health monitoring due to its passive, variable bandwidth, reliable life-cycle, high
accuracy, small size, and light nature. SAW sensors can not only provide the static
states of the structural system, such as temperature and pressure but also enable
continuous real-time monitoring of dynamic states including strains. SAW sensors are
generally fabricated with a rigid piezoceramic substrate, incapable of adapti ng to
highly curved surfaces or flexible objects. The ongoing demands of sensor adaptability
with flexible substrates, which is also capable of wireless monitoring, is the basis of
the research that can be applied to medical and aerospace fields.
The SAW fabrication involves developing a composite substrate using hotpressing and depositing the interdigital transducers using additive manufacturing. The
substrate of the SAW sensor is fabricated by integrating lead zirconate titanate (PZT)
ceramic nanoparticles as a reinforcement into polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF)
polymer matrix in the 0-3 direction. This enables the substrate to attain enhanced
piezoelectric properties along with improved mechanical strength. PVDF is dissolved
in a strong polar solvent such as N, N- dimethyl sulfoxide to which 50 wt. % of PZT
powder is added to impart optimum dielectric property maintaining flexibility.
Stretching by hot-pressing this mixture above the melting point of PVDF enables the
transformation of non-polar α to a polar β crystalline phase of PVDF. The amount of
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β crystalline phase of the substrate produced out of stretching the PVDF is observed
under FTIR scanning.
Research has also been conducted by using a PVDF-TrFE, a copolymer of
PVDF and brief comparison study on the flexibility of the composite developed using
PZT/PVDF and PZT/PVDF-TrFE is performed.
Polarization is conducted by sputtering gold on both sides of the thin substrate
and subjecting it to a high electric field in a silicone oil bath to prevent arcing. The
dielectric properties of the sample are measured by which frequency and attenuation
are calculated mathematically. Delay-line IDTs are attached to it using conventional
photolithography technique. With the sensor being developed, radio frequency signal
is passed through an interrogator to the antenna connected to the input transducer
which transfers the signal in the form of Rayleigh waves. The frequency response of
the SAW device changes in amplitude and phase when subjected to temperature,
pressure, or strain changes. FEM model of the SAW sensor is conducted, and the
resulting deformation simulation is performed. This thesis discusses the development
process of a flexible piezocomposite SAW sensor.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Acoustic Wave Sensor
A sensor is a device that responds to a stimulus such as light, pressure or thermal
changes and can generate signals that can later be measured or interpreted. Based on the
types of sensors used for object detection, a sensor can be divided into 7 sub-divisions
namely electro-mechanical, pneumatic, magnetic, inductive, capacitive, photoelectric and
ultrasonic [1]. Each of these divisions also has subcategories, such as shown in Figure 1
for electromechanical sensors.

Electromechanical
Sensors

piezoresistive
sensor

capacitive
sensor

piezoelectric
sensor

optic sensing
sensor

Figure 1. Electromechanical sensors classification.
Acoustic wave sensor, which is a part of the piezoelectric sensor, is a sub-branch
of microelectromechanical system (MEMS) shown in Figure 2 capable of sensing physical
phenomenon over a body by means of acoustic wave propagation. These are small
lightweight devices which generally use the piezoelectric material for acoustic wave
generation and propagation. They are made passive and wireless and provide simultaneous
multi-sensor interrogation with a range of few centimeters to several 100s of a meter.
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Piezoelectric sensing

Non-resonant method of sensing

Piezoelectric
Sensor

Resonant method of sensing

Acoustic
wave sensor

Figure 2. Types of piezoelectric sensing.
1.1.1. Classification of Acoustic Wave Sensors
Acoustic wave sensors are classified as Surface Acoustic Wave (SAW) [2] sensors
and Bulk Acoustic Wave (BAW) sensors based on the direction of wave propagation.
BAW sensors generate waves that propagate through the body of the substrate, whereas,
SAW sensors generate waves that propagate on the surface of the substrate. These are
further classified as shown in Figure 3. The mode of propagation of these waves enables
the sensors to possess varied responsibilities and could be used in different conditions.
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shear-horizontal surface
acoustic wave (SHSAW) sensors
Love wave(LW) device

Surface Acoustic wave
Sensor

Rayleigh surface
wave sensors (SAW
sensors)

Acoustic Wave Sensor

Surface transverse
wave(STW) sensor
Surface skimming bulk
wave(SSBW) sensor
Shear-horizontal acoustic
plate mode (SHAPM) sensors
Thickness shear mode
(TSM) resonators
Bulk Acoustic wave sensor
Thin rod acoustic wave
sensors

Flexural plate wave device

Figure 3. Classification of acoustic wave sensor.
In case of Shear-Horizontal Surface Acoustic Wave (SH-SAW) sensors, the
particles are displaced in a shear-horizontal direction only and are partially confined to the
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surface penetrating to several wavelength depths. These devices can be operated in a liquid
medium. This is different from the SAW-based Rayleigh wave sensor where the particles
displace both in the horizontal and transverse directions to its motion resulting in an
elliptical displacement of particles in the substrate material. The two-dimensional Rayleigh
waveform is confined to a surface depth of one wavelength. These devices cannot be
operated in the liquid medium due to their dissipation of motion in the transverse direction.
Love wave-based SAW device has a lower acoustic velocity in the layered surface
than the piezoelectric substrate and is polarized only in the shear horizontal direction. Due
to the accumulation of acoustic waves in the thin guiding layer, these sensors exhibit high
sensitivity. Recent studies have led to the discovery of surface skimming bulk waves
(SSBW) and leaky wave, which both are the SH-SAWs [2]. SSBWs propagates just
beneath the surface of the substrate. On the other hand, plate wave or Lamb wave
propagates in the region between the two layers of a thin plate of extremely less thickness
compared to the acoustic wavelength. The Flexural plate is the lowest anti-symmetric mode
of Lamb waves.
SH-APM are shear-horizontal waves that are polarized in a direction parallel to the
acoustic plate surface. These waves propagate as the waves reflect in the region between
the two layers of the plate and hence the Shear-horizontal displacement occurs on both the
metalized surface and the free surface.
Thickness shear mode (TSM) resonators or the quartz crystal microbalance (QCM)
[3] were initially seen to produce shear deformation in a thin disk of AT-cut quartz when
a voltage was applied between two electrodes placed on each side.
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In case of the thin rod acoustic wave sensor, thin rod of a circular cross-section of
diameter much smaller than the acoustic wavelength produce flexural and longitudinal
waves as the piezoelectric transducers integrated on them generates and receives wave
signals.

1.2.

Surface Acoustic Wave (SAW) Devices
SAW sensors were first discovered by Lord Rayleigh in 1851 [4]. It was only in 1965

that these sensors came into the practical application when R. M. White and F. W. Voltmer
invented the interdigital transducer (IDT) which were capable of exciting acoustic waves and
detecting defects when mounted on the SAW substrate [5]. Since then these sensors have found
to have diverse applications in telecommunications and signal processing.
The term interdigital refers to digit-like or finger-like periodic patterns. The discovery
of IDT has given a huge rise in the development of electronic filters, convolves, delay lines,
resonators, oscillators, pulse compression filters for radar, and many more [6, 7]. In around
1980s, due to the advance in mobile radio that required filters, the need for these devices
dramatically raised. Telecommunication industry has seen the highest increase in the usage of
such devices with around 3 billion filters being developed annually.
SAW devices have been used to measure physical quantities such as temperature,
pressure, strain, stress, and humidity [8, 9]. Presently, they are being employed in moving or
rotating parts including automotive drive train systems and power steering applications capable
of being monitored from a distance.
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Figure 4. SAW delay line sensor.
SAW delay line sensors are highly attractive due to their many desirable features such
as high performance, easy fabrication, and good reproducibility. Figure 4 shows a typical delay
line SAW sensor consisting of transmitter (input) IDT, receiver (output) IDT, and a delay line
region. The delay line region is the surface where the acoustic wave in the form of Rayleigh
waves propagates from the input to the output IDT. SAW sensors have many advantages
compared to other sensors. However, conventional SAW sensors cannot be operated in
hazardous environments such as in high-temperature, high-voltage plants, and high-vacuum
process chambers, therefore, passive wireless sensors are developed in recent years for all
contactless measurements [10-13]. Apart from its use in many domestic and industrial
applications, wireless SAW sensors are also used in the medical field for measuring blood
pressure [14].
Despite its many advantages and applications, SAW sensors are also not flexible which
limits its applications to simple planar surfaces. The main objective of this research project is
to create a passive wireless SAW sensor using a flexible substrate for strain sensing in complex
surface systems. The work presented in this research gives a brief literature review of SAW
sensor, their advantages, and disadvantages, design parameters required for SAW device
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modelling, IDT modelling and losses associated with it, fabrication of the flexible piezoelectric
substrate and the delay-line IDTs, and finally concludes with the mathematical modelling,
results, and conclusion.

1.3.

Piezoelectricity
SAW devices are operated based on piezoelectric effect. The piezoelectric effect is the

material's ability to generate an electric charge when mechanical stress is applied. This effect
is also reversible, i.e., imparting electric field produces stress. This effect was first discovered
by French physicists Jacques and Pierre Curie in 1880. Piezoelectric materials have anisotropic
dielectric responses making it capable of converting between mechanical and electrical energy.
One of the main properties of dielectrics is that they do not possess free electrical charges or
dipoles until an external electric field is applied and polarization occurs due to the interaction
between the electric field and the structure. Ferroelectricity is a phenomenon under
piezoelectricity where the materials remain polarized even after the electrical field is removed.
Figure 5 shows the unpolarized and polarized structure of a piezoelectric material.

Figure 5. Polarization process [15].
As mentioned, the piezoelectric effect is the linear electromechanical interaction
between the mechanical and electrical state of the material, so piezoelectric materials are
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mainly divided into sensors and actuators based on the type of effect, i.e., direct or inverse
effect. Direct piezoelectric effect converts the applied mechanical stress into measurable
electrical charge, and inverse effect converts the applied electrical signals into displacement or
force. Figure 6 shows the mechanisms of both direct and inverse piezoelectric effects. In case
of direct effect, when the disc compresses the generated voltage has the same polarity as a
poling voltage and when the disk expands the polarity is opposite. In the inverse effect, the disk
enlarges when the applied voltage has the same polarity as poling voltage and compresses
when it is opposite.

Figure 6. Direct and inverse piezoelectric mechanisms [16].
SAW input IDT performs the work under inverse piezoelectric effect where the applied
electric field actuates the piezoelectric material and SAW output IDT acts as a sensor which
detects the acoustic waves generated on the piezoelectric material and converts it back into
electrical signals. The basic piezoelectric equations for the measurement of strain or
displacement in the material are derived from Gibbs free energy equations given by:
𝐸
𝑆𝑖𝑗 = 𝑠𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑙
σ𝑘𝑙 + 𝑑𝑘𝑖𝑗 𝐸𝑘

(1)
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σ
𝐷𝑖 = 𝑑𝑇 𝑖𝑘𝑙 σ𝑘𝑙 + 𝜀𝑖𝑘
𝐸𝑘

(2)

Equation 1 [17] describes the inverse piezoelectric effect, where S is the strain
component and E indicates the compliance constant, 𝑠 𝐸 indicates that the measurement was
performed at zero electric fields, i.e., E=0. Similarly, Equation 2 describes the direct effect
where D is the electric displacement component, and T indicates the permittivity component,
σ indicates the stress, εσ indicates that no applied stress when the electric displacement is
measured, i.e., σ=0. The indices i, j, k indices describe the three-dimensional space in bulk.

1.4.

Piezoelectric Materials
Piezoelectric substrates are usually made of piezoelectric ceramics, and the largest

structure type of piezoelectric ceramics belongs to perovskite family which consists of mixed
oxides with O2- ions at the corners of an octahedral structure [18]. Few of the piezoelectric
ceramics used for generating the substrate of SAW sensor include single crystal materials:
quartz (SiO2), lithium niobate (LiNbO3) and lithium tantalate (LiTaO3), barium titanate
(BaTiO3), lead titanate (PbTiO3) and lead zirconate titanate (Pb(ZrxTi1-x)O3 or PZT) [19].
The most commonly used ceramic is PZT, a binary solution of lead zirconate (PZ, an
antiferroelectric) and lead titanate (PT, a ferroelectric) which finds its use in many applications
due to its many desirable properties including high elastic modulus, high electromechanical
coupling factor, and excellent frequency-temperature characteristics. However, PZT and other
ceramic substrates are brittle and have a low tensile strength which limits their application.
Therefore, piezoelectric polymers are used instead of ceramics making the sensors more
flexible. Use of polymers as a substrate is not a new concept. In fact, a significant amount of
work is carried out in electronics such as e-paper displays, microprocessors, and radio
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frequency identification (RFID) tags [20]. Figure 7 shows the PZT, PVDF and PVDF-TrFE
powders used for fabrication.

Figure 7. PZT, PVDF and PVDF-TrFE powder.
The use of flexible SAW sensors for structural health monitoring has been investigated
in the recent years and comparison between piezoelectric crystals/ceramics such as Quartz and
LiNbO3 and electroactive polymers (EAP), such as polyimide (PI) and Polyvinylidene
Fluoride (PVDF) are studied. Devices with polymer base have a quicker response time and
very low density when compared to piezoelectric ceramics and are suitable for both actuation
and sensing mechanisms. Among the EAPs, PVDF has become appealing to many industries
due to its striking characteristics [21]. PVDF consists of long chains of the repeating monomer
(-CH2-CF2-). They are inexpensive, lightweight, biologically compatible, mechanically stable
structures and have high electromechanical coefficients which make them suitable as a
piezoelectric substrate. They can undertake a significant amount of deformation while
maintaining sufficient forces. PVDF also has a low electroactive response, and PVDF
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actuators require high voltage power which limits their applications. Table 1 shows the
electromechanical and dielectric properties of PZT and PVDF [22-23].
Table 1: Electromechanical and dielectric properties of PVDF and PZT.
Material

d33 (x 10-12 C/N)

ε33/ε0

k (%)

PVDF
PZT 5-H

-33
~ 580

6-12
~ 3500

20
65

From Table 1, the electromechanical properties of PZT 5-H are significantly higher
than PVDF. PVDF has a dielectric constant K33 in the range of 6-12 whereas PZT has the
constant at approximately 3500, also the coupling coefficient (k) of PVDF is at 0.2 and PZT is
at 0.65. Apart from the low electromechanical properties, PVDF and other polymers also have
a low Curie temperature which is the temperature at which materials lose their magnetic
properties or undergoes a sharp change in their magnetic properties. This leads to the
development of new ceramic/polymer composites.

Figure 8. 0-3 Particle distribution in a composite [24].
PVDF and PZT both have their advantages and disadvantages. To optimize the
performance of the sensor, the combined properties of both the ceramic and the polymer is
utilized. Composites are multiphase materials which show the properties of both constituents.
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They are composed of two phases: matrix phase and dispersed or discrete phase. Dispersed
phase refers to the distribution or orientation of particles of one constituent and matrix phase
surrounds the dispersed phase to make a continuous medium. The electromechanical properties
of the composite depend upon the connectivity of these phases [25]. Skinner and
Newnham [26] first developed the connectivity concept, and currently, there are ten different
connectivity patterns depending on which new composites are developed with improved
piezoelectric properties. Figure 8 shows one of the commonly used connectivity patterns (0-3)
[27] for fabricating a PVDF/PZT composite. The first digit in (0-3) describes the connectivity
of the dispersed phase in zero dimensions and the second digit describes the connectivity of
the matrix phase in three dimensions. PVDF/PZT composite combines the properties of PZT,
i.e. high coupling factor and high dielectric coefficient, and the properties of PVDF, i.e. low
acoustic impedance and high flexibility, to create a low acoustic impedance, high coupling
factor, medium dielectric constant and flexible composite substrate. Additional piezoelectric
properties of PVDF and PZT-5H [28] are listed in Table 2 below:
Table 2: Mechanical and piezoelectric properties of PVDF and PZT-5H [28].

Symbol

PVDF

PZT -5H
(Navy type 6)

Units

𝜌

1.76

7.5

kg/m3

𝐸
𝑌11

2-2.5

60.6

× 109 Pa

𝐸
𝑌33

2-2.5

48.3

× 109 Pa

Poisson’s ratio

ν

0.29

0.39

Shear Modulus

G

3.5

2

× 109 Pa

Longitudinal wave velocity

vl

2.25

4000

m/s

Transverse wave velocity

vs

1.41

1680

m/s

Curie Temperature

Tc

120

220

°C

Properties
Density
Young’s modulus
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Piezoelectric matrix (at constant
strain S)

Relative permittivity matrix (or
dielectric constant)

piezo electric charge coefficients

𝑠
𝑒13

0.069

-6.5

C/m2

𝑠
𝑒23

0.069

-6.5

C/m2

𝑠
𝑒33

-0.099

23.3

C/m2

𝑠
𝑒42

-0.069

17

C/m2

𝑠
𝑒51

-0.081

17

C/m2

ε11

-0.268

15.05

× 10−9 F/m

ε22

-0.270

15.05

× 10−9 F/m

ε33

-0.332

13.02

× 10−9 F/m

d31

21

-274

× 10−12 C/N

d32

2.3

-274

× 10−12 C/N

d33

-26

593

× 10−12 C/N

d15

-27

741

× 10−12 C/N

d24

-23

741

× 10−12 C/N

29.9

×103 m2c-1

g15
piezoelectric voltage coefficients

Elastic compliance coefficient
matrix (constant electric field E)

Coupling coefficients

g31

0.20

-9.3

×103 m2c-1

g33

0.30

18.4

×103 m2c-1

𝐸
𝑠11

365

16.3

× 10−12 Pa-1

𝐸
𝑠12

-192

-5.23

× 10−12 Pa-1

𝐸
𝑠13

-209

-7.5

× 10−12 Pa-1

𝐸
𝑠33

472

20.3

× 10−12 Pa-1

𝐸
𝑠44

472

49.5

× 10−12 Pa-1

𝐸
𝑠66

472

43.5

× 10−12 Pa-1

k31

0.12

-.388

k33

0.27

0.752

k15

1.5.

0.675

Phases of PVDF
PVDF and its copolymers are known to have superior electroactive properties.

Depending on the arrangement of trans and gauche linkages in the molecular chain of PVDF,
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it exhibits five different polymorphic crystalline phases; β (phase I) with TTTT (all-trans)
planar zigzag pattern, α (phase II) and δ (phase IV) with TGTG′ (trans-gauche–trans-gauche’)
linkage arrangement, γ (phase III) and ε (phase V) with TTTTGTTTG′ arrangement. It is
observed that, despite the same linkage arrangement in α and δ phases, the α-phase PVDF,
being hexagonal and monoclinic, contains antiparallel dipole moments which mutually cancel
out with each other [29]. This phenomenon is also seen in ε-phase. However, in the β, γ and in
the orthorhombic δ phases, the dipole moments orient in the same direction. This configuration
of the dipole moment makes α and ε-PVDF non-polar and β, γ, δ-PVDF polar [30, 31]. Apart
from the α and ε -phase, all other phases exhibit piezo and pyroelectric properties due to their
polar nature. PVDF displays highest dipolar moment per unit cell (8x10-30 Cm) in its β phase
compared to its α, γ, δ or ε phase. Figure 9 represents the α, γ, δ phases of PVDF.

Figure 9. α, β and γ phases of PVDF.
The β-phase crystal has the highest polarity of other crystals due to all-trans
conformation and is hence being used extensively in piezoelectric, pyroelectric and
ferroelectric applications. Figure 10 below represents the methods to achieve β-phase from α,
γ and δ phases.
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Figure 10. Methods to achieve β phase of PVDF.
It is seen that the β-phase PVDF can be obtained directly by crystallization of the
polymer melt at high pressure or by direct crystallization to obtain α-phase, which can then be
annealed at high pressure or cold drawn/stretched and poled at high temperature and electric
field to obtain the β-phase. Also, crystallization of polymer melt under high temperature and
pressure leads to γ-phase, which could be drawn to β-phase [32, 33]. Poling α-phase PVDF at
a high electric field of 150 MV/m could lead to the formation of δ-phase which when poled at
an even higher electric field of around 500 MV/m leads to the formation of β-crystalline phase.
The β phase can also be achieved directly by adding a copolymer P(VDF-cotrifluoroethylene); In this case, polarization is attained merely by applying electric current
without being stretched. Also, P(VDF-TrFE) is more crystalline and has higher temperature
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stability (up to 100 °C) and thus produces a larger piezoelectric response. Its d33 response
value is as high as −38 pC/N compared to −33 pC/N in pure PVDF.
Fabrication of 0-3 composites as the substrate material of the SAW device has been
performed both with PZT-PVDF and PZT-PVDF-TrFE for comparison of flexibility and ease
of fabrication.

1.6.

Interdigital Transducer (IDT)
The first successful implementation of IDT in a SAW device after its discovery was

given by Tancrell [34] in 1969 where he incorporated the IDTs onto a lithium niobate substrate.
The geometry of the IDT primarily governs the signal processing and frequency response
characteristics of the SAW device [35]. This gave rise to different IDT design configurations.
IDTs are typically made up of a combination of parallel electrode extending between two
rectangular shaped bus bars. Depending on the number of the electrode in a period the IDTs
are termed as single, double, or multi-electrode type IDT.

Figure 11. IDT configurations.
In case of double-electrode IDT which is being used in this research, a pair of two
electrode pair (IDT fingers) of width equivalent to wavelength λ, each pair connected to the
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oppositely placed positive and negative bus bars, is considered as one period. Also, the
thickness of each electrode and the spacing between the electrodes is λ/8. Figure 11 shows a
single and double electrode design of an IDT. The ratio of the finger width to the width of the
spacing is termed as the metallization ratio, which is an important parameter to be considered
while designing the transducer, which in our case is 1. Single-electrode type IDT is simpler
and has a wider electrode width when compared to the split or multi-electrode type IDT [37].

Figure 12. Top and side view of SAW device.
As the IDTs are excited to produce acoustic waves, the waves that propagate on the
surface can interact with the transducer edges and result in wave amplitude losses. The waves
underneath the transducer fingers are then disturbed. The center of excitation of waves and the
center of reflection the waves produced by the transducers are deviated from the normal and
could hence alter the systems center frequency, change the transfer characteristics and reduce
the filter bandwidth. Single-electrode type IDTs generally favors such reflections and result in
such losses. Hence, split or double-electrode type IDTs are preferred where the two adjacent
fingers suppress such reflections by destructive interference. Even though double-electrode
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type IDTs exhibit asymmetric transfer characteristics [38] they are used in this research to
prevent huge losses due to reflection.

1.7.

Objectives and Approaches
The primary purpose of the experiment is to fabricate a passive wireless SAW sensor

made of a base flexible with integrated IDT which helps in electromechanical wave
conversion. PZT (piezoelectric ceramic) and PVDF (piezoelectric polymer) have been chosen
as the substrate material to enhance the flexibility of the product and to emit desirable
properties (discussed in the introduction) to the obtained composite. Hence a polarized 0-3
composite need to be fabricated comprising of dispersed PZT particles in a copolymer of
PVDF matrix to provide good mechanical strength, high electromechanical coefficient, and
high dielectric constant to the composite without disturbing the flexible nature of PVDF
copolymer. The substrate must be mechanically compressed and electrically polarized at
elevated temperature to produce thin samples which can then be cut to the desired shape.
Mathematical modelling of the response of the device must be performed with the
incorporation of IDTs. Design parameters, frequency response and other characteristics of the
IDTs are to be considered during fabrication. Several device modeling methods are taken into
consideration: First Order Impulse Response, P-Matrix, Coupling of Modes (COM) and
Transmission Matrix approach. Outweighing the pros and cons for each of these methods, First
Order Impulse Response and Second Order Transmission Matrix approach which makes use
of the Equivalent Circuit model are studied.
Once the modeling is complete and the required parameters are achieved, the IDTs are
to be developed on the surface of the substrate using a conventional photolithographic
technique through a series of deposition and etching process.
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On fabricating the input and output IDTs, it can be electrically connected to the RF
signal and amplified to produce a feedback loop. Strain measurements are to be performed as
a measure of the shift in the frequency of the SAW device.
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2. SAW Device Modelling
2.1. Working Principle
The basic operation of a passive SAW sensor involves connecting the input IDT to an
antenna at which an RF pulse is received. The RF interrogator or receiver sends out a signal.
The signal is captured by an IDT consisting of a series of comb-like structures with a pattern
that resembles fingers. The input IDT generates an electric field with a frequency that can be
determined by the gap between two adjacent fingers of the IDT. The field then creates an
acoustic wave across the substrate utilizing the piezoelectric effect. The output transducer
senses the incoming electric field that accompanies the acoustic wave through the inverse
piezoelectric effect. The antenna further receives the interrogation signal. The signal is then
demodulated and is subjected to signal processing to extract the RFID and other information
from the sensor [40,42]. Figure 13 shows the schematic of how RF waves are transmitted and
received in a SAW sensing system.

Figure 13. Interrogation of several SAW sensors simultaneously [39].
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2.2. Design Parameters
As mentioned, one of the main components of a SAW sensor is Interdigital Transducer
(IDT). Modelling of IDT determines the frequency response characteristics of the SAW device.
The electrodes of IDT are mainly placed in-plane to the substrate to build up capacitance
associated with the applied electric field which penetrates below the substrate surface.
When a voltage is applied across both the busbars, an electric field is generated which
travels through the fingers. Since each electrode pair is made up of a combination of positive
and negative electrodes, the region between the fingers accumulates charge and produces the
electric field in these regions. Due to the electric field, the finger spacing experiences periodic
expansion and compression creating strain [43]. The strain thus generated from the individual
period adds up to form a larger wave (called surface acoustic wave) which propagates from the
end of the input IDT and travels both in a longitudinal and transverse direction to the SAW
device. The waves produced during each period when averaged is considered as that excited
from the center of the IDT (called the excitation center) due to the symmetry of the fingers.
Figure 14 shows the direction of motion of positive and negative IDT fingers when the
electrodes are excited with an electric field.

Figure 14. Wave generated by IDT fingers excitation [44].
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The frequency of the waves propagating on the surface of the PZT-PVDF/ PZT-PVDFTrFE 0-3 composite substrate is dependent on the spacing between the IDT fingers. Also, the
Rayleigh wave-based SAW sensors concentrate wave energy within one wavelength [45]
depth from the substrate surface. When the excitation frequency of IDTs is changed, the
acoustic wavelength changes which in turn varies the depth of energy concentration from the
substrate surface in a linear fashion. The wavelength λ of the surface acoustic wave is related
to the SAW frequency f0 and the acoustic velocity v in the media [46] by:
𝜆=

𝑣
𝑓𝑜

(3)

SAW waves are dispersive in nature. Within a frequency range of 5 to 100 MHz the
acoustic velocity changes by several hundred.
Fractional bandwidth of the SAW device is measured by its resonant frequency
concerning its null bandwidth and is denoted by ‘B.’
𝐵=

𝑁𝐵𝑊
𝑓𝑜

(4)

Where 𝑁𝐵𝑊 is the null bandwidth
The Width of the finger measured concerning its acoustic wavelength for the double
IDT is given by λ/8 and the interdigital spacing measured from the center – to – center between
two fingers is λ/8, and finally, the number of finger pairs needed to achieve the fractional
bandwidth is
𝑁𝑝 =

2
𝐵

(5)

The Aperture or Overlap between fingers depends on the total capacitance of the IDT
system. It is denoted by′𝐶𝑡 ′.
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𝐶𝑡 =

1
2𝜋𝑓𝑜 𝑍

(6)

Where 𝑍 is the impedance of the IDT which should match the impedance of
measurement system for best response, and the Aperture or Overlap between fingers is given
by:
𝑊=

𝐶𝑡
𝐶𝑜 𝑁𝑝

(7)

Where 𝐶𝑜 is the capacitance per finger pair per unit length.
Finally, the magnitude frequency response is approximated as an incoherent addition
of individual finger contributions and given as
sin 𝑋
𝜑(𝑓) = |
|
𝑋

(8)

Where
𝑋=

𝑁𝑝 𝜋(𝑓 − 𝑓𝑜 )
𝑓𝑜

To design and simulate an IDT very accurate tools have to be used. Various research
has been performed to design the IDT to obtain high efficiency, and hence several models were
proposed depending on the order of model accuracy. These include the signal theory such as
the impulse response model, the field theory such as the Finite elemental modelling, Greens
function and so on, and the network theory such as equivalent circuit model, P-matrix model,
the coupling of modes theory (COM) model, the cross-field model (Transmission matrix
approach), and the angular wave spectrum model [47].

2.3. Impulse Response Model
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Impulse response model gives the first order approach for modeling the piezoelectric,
mechanical and electrical behavior of the SAW device [48]. It provides a simpler way of
determining the IDT specifications and the wave parameters by relating the IDT finger location
with the signal generated as the acoustic wave’s impulse the IDT finger while traveling below
it. This method takes very less computational time by calculating the Fast Fourier Transform
(FFT) of the raw signal. This model ignores the second order effects such as reflections,
dispersion, wave diffractions, and charge distribution. Also, it assumes that one or both IDTs
are uniform apodized (constant variation in the overlap finger length) and must have a constant
finger width, thus simplifying the calculations [49].
The frequency response of the SA
W device using Impulse Response method is given by:
|𝐻(𝑓)| = 2𝑘√(𝐶𝑡 𝑓0 )𝑁𝑝

sin 𝑋
𝑋

(9)

The total admittance for the model is calculated to ensure the maximum current flow
at the maximum operable frequency and to check the signal match of electronic feeding system
to that of the structure. It is given by combining by superposing the real part which is radiation
conductance and the imaginary part which is acoustic susceptance.
𝑌 = 𝐺𝑎 + 𝑗(2𝜋𝑓𝐶𝑡 + 𝐵𝑎 )

(10)

Where 𝐺𝑎 the radiation conductance, f is the frequency range and 𝐵𝑎 is the acoustic
susceptance.
Insertion loss is also calculated from the model; it determines the losses from
the IDT, propagation losses and reflector losses if applicable. It is calculated as the logarithmic
ratio of the power delivered to the load impedance before the SAW device is inserted to the
power delivered to the load impedance after it is inserted.
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𝐼𝐿(𝑓) = −10𝑙𝑜𝑔

2𝐺𝑎 (𝑓)𝑅𝑔
2

(1 + 𝐺𝑎 (𝑓)𝑅𝑔 ) + [𝑅𝑔 (2𝜋𝑓𝐶𝑡 + 𝐵𝑎 (𝑓)]

2

(11)

Where 𝑅𝑔 is the load resistance.

2.4. Coupling of Modes (COM) Theory
The coupling-of-modes (COM) theory models SAW device responses more accurately
by considering the internal transducer reflections and providing the nature of reflectivity and
power transduction within a transducer [50]. Two waves traveling in the opposite direction is
assumed to be linearly coupled to their amplitude, voltage, and current. It also assumes that in
periodic structures, only the coupling between the strong incident and reflected wave occurs.

Figure 15. 3-Port representation of an IDT.
The COM equations were represented by a P-matrix method developed by Tobolka
[81] in 1979. This is a very accurate model requiring a limited number of physical parameters
to analyze a device. It provides a 3-port representation for each finger of an IDT of which the
two ports are acoustic, and one is electrical [51]. Figure 15 shows the 3-port representation of
an IDT. It provides a cross-field equivalent circuit representation for each finger to produce a
mixed matrix whose coefficient depends on the COM parameters, such as reflectivity, velocity,
capacitance, and wave attenuation and transduction coefficient. The acoustic ports are
represented by a SAW scattering matrix (S-matrix), and the electric ports are described by an
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admittance matrix calculated for each finger and then for the entire transducer geometry, thus
providing an overall transfer function of the SAW device.

2.5. Equivalent Circuit Model
Equivalent circuit model, such as the Masons model, is another approach similar to the
P-matrix representation used for design modeling. It gives an equivalent electrical circuit
representation of the electromechanical system and uses device properties, such as wave
velocity, center frequency, electromechanical coupling coefficient and null bandwidth. This
allows designers to determine the major dimensions and parameters in the SAW device, such
as the number of fingers, finger width, and finger aperture, length of the delay line, frequency
response, impedance parameters, and transfer characteristics of SAW device [52].

Figure 16. Side-view of interdigital transducer
showing the field patterns.
It uses a 3-port electrical representation like the P-matrix ports, where two ports are the
electrical equivalent of the two acoustic ports, but the third port is an actual electrical port
where input and output signals could be applied and detected. Hence this method simulates a
coupling between both electro-mechanical system and mechano-acoustic system to provide
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admittance value for a single finger and a finger pair and then generate an overall admittance
with the transfer function for the whole IDT [53].
On converting the IDT into an electric representation, the device can be analyzed as a
one-dimensional model. This simplification is feasible since the assumed vibration can be
taken as a one-dimensional longitudinal wave propagation. Figure 16 shows the field patterns
of an IDT where we can observe the actual model and two approximations: Crossfield and Inline field. Mason’s equivalent circuit is not feasible due to the presence of a negative
capacitance in the circuit. This is observed in the in-line model where the direction of the wave
propagation is parallel to the excitation field. However, this negative capacitance could be
avoided by a cross-field model technique where the Rayleigh waves excited in the direction
perpendicular to the excitation field.

Figure 17. Masons equivalent circuit for one finger of an IDT in cross-field
approximation [54].
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Masons equivalent circuit [55] consists three lumped elements that are transcendental
functions of frequency necessary to take acoustic wave propagation in the crystal into
consideration. It divides an IDT into zones of half wavelengths with the metalized region under
the IDT taken as λ/4 and the un-metalized region of λ/8 taken under both sides of the IDT.
Figure 17 shows the Masons equivalent circuit for one finger of an IDT where the lumped
elements of the free region are on either side of the lumped elements of the metalized region
in cross-field approximation.

2.6. Transmission Matrix Approach

Figure 18. Block structure of SAW delay line sensor.
Transmission matrix is a second order modeling approach that makes use of an
equivalent circuit model and considers the second-order effects: reflections, wave diffractions,
charge distributions and dispersion. It makes use of previously established approaches: Pmatrix, COM and traditional matrix, however, this modified transmission matrix approach can
cascade acoustic and electric fields in both series and parallel connections. Similar to COM
and P-matrix approaches, it considers the IDT as a 3-port device and the matrix of the whole
device is a 3x3 transmission matrix [56]. Figure 18 shows the block structure of the SAW delay
line sensor. The basic principle in calculating the transmission matrix for the whole IDT is
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based on [ABCD] transmission line theory given in equation (12) which relates the amplitudes
of the forward and backward traveling waves.

 Adevice
C
 device

Bdevice   Ain
=
Ddevice  Cin

Bin   Apath

Din  C path

Bpath   Aout
Dpath  Cout

Bout 
Dout 

(12)

Moreover, the transmission matrix for the IDT from the 3-port network observed in
Figure 18 s:
U i+−1   t11 t12
 −  
U i −1  = t21 t22
 I i  t31 t32



t13  U i+ 
 
t23  U i− 
t33   Vi 

(13)

The overall transmission matrix is achieved by cascading the transmission matrix for
each finger which involves using the equivalent circuit to calculate the ABCD parameters,
impedance, and voltage and phase angle for free and metalized regions of the finger shown in
equation (1) [57]. Figure 19 shows the side view of free and metalized regions for a single
finger. The impedance value below the finger is different from that below the free region.

Figure 19. Schematics of a single finger of IDT in side-view [58].
Once the transmission matrix for a single finger is calculated, the equation is cascaded
for N number of fingers. In case of double electrode design, the matrix is calculated for a finger
pair and then cascaded for N finger pairs. The transmission matrix for delay line is calculated
and given by:
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e j  d

0 

e


 D = 

− j d

 0

(14)

Now, the final transmission matrix for the whole device is calculated by cascading the
input IDT transmission matrix, the delay line transmission matrix and the output transmission
matrix from which the frequency response and Y or admittance parameters are calculated [59].
One of the assumptions made for developing these equations is that wave absorbers are
placed on either side of the device, therefore, the boundary conditions are: 𝑈0+ = 0 and 𝑈3− =
0.
As previously described in the P-matrix approach, the SAW sensor comprises one
electrical port computed by the admittance or Y-matrix and two acoustic ports calculated by
the scattering or S-matrix approach. Due to the symmetry of the acoustic ports about the electric
ports, the admittance matrix is represented as in equation (15).

Y11
Y  = Y12
Y13

Y12
Y11
−Y13

Y13 
−Y13 
Y33 

(15)

The variation in sign ensures that there is a symmetric flow of acoustic waves from the
input to output port.
S-matrix, on the other hand is a complex square matrix where the S-parameters are to
be calculated to study the high-frequency transmission and reflection characteristic of the
delivered signal in the frequency domain. Equation (16) represents the relationship between
voltage and current combined by the S-matrix:

 I in   S11
I  = S
 out   21
Where

S12   Vin 
S22  Vout 

(16)
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S11 =

S12 =

S 21 =

S 22 =

I in
Vin

is the input port voltage reflection coefficient or return loss
Vout = 0

I in
Vout

Vin = 0

I out
Vin

Viout = 0

I out
Vout

is the reverse voltage gain or transmission isolation

is the forward voltage gain or transmission insertion loss

is the output port voltage reflection coefficient
Vin = 0
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3. Fabrication and Testing
3.1. Fabrication
SAW sensor fabrication is divided into three subgroups: fabrication of the composite,
poling of PZT-PVDF/ PVDF composite and development of IDT.
3.1.1.

Preparation of Composite Substrate
To improvise the dielectric and piezoelectric response, PVDF/PVDF-TrFE are

separately combined with a highly piezoelectric ceramic PZT in a 0-3 type composite manner.
PVDF has good mechanical property and is highly flexible. This when combined with PZT,
having excellent piezoelectric properties, forms a ceramic-polymer composite which is ideal
for piezoelectric applications. It is required to maintain an optimum amount of ceramic content
in the polymer matrix due to the constraints in the mechanical properties of the film. Higher
content of ceramic grains results in reducing the connectivity between ceramic and polymers.
One concern about PVDF is its hydrophobic nature [60] which makes it incapable to
adhere to substances dissolved in water. Tests have been conducted to improve the
hydrophobicity of PVDF. Results have shown that doping the PVDF membranes with
inorganic Nano-particles like Al2O3, ZrO2, TiO2, and SiO2 increased the hydrophilicity and
permeability and reduced membrane fouling. An alternative approach to dissolve PVDF is by
using a polar solvent. Predominant β phase is achieved by the addition of strong polar solvents
having high boiling points and low evaporation rates, such as N, N-Dimethylformamide
(DMF), N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP), dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), dimethylacetamide
(DMAc) [61]. Addition of these solvents affects the porosity of the PVDF film due to their low
evaporation rates. Increased porosity could prevent PVDF film from exhibiting electrical
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properties. Hence the selection of solvent plays a major role in achieving β-phase
crystallization with fine film porosity and in turn provide good mechanical strength [62].
Methods employed to prepare the composite substrate includes injection molding,
lamination, laser or ultrasonic cutting, di-electrophoresis, co-extrusion, solvent casting, hot
pressing, and spin coating method. However, since we had easy accessibility to the hotpressing machine, we decided to use the machine to produce a thin composite film.
PVDF and in the form of powder with average molecular weight Mw ∼ 534,000
g/mol and density of 0.944g/ml was bought from Sigma Aldrich.
Fabrication steps are written only for the PVDF-PZT composite. Similar steps are
followed for both PVDF and its copolymer. The substrate is fabricated [63] in the following
process:
a) 20 wt.% of PVDF (3.85g) powder was weighed using a digital balance.
b) 80 wt. % DMSO (15 ml) was measured using a pipette and added to the PVDF
powder. The wt% of DMSO in grams was simply calculated from its density
(0.944g/ml).
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Figure 20. a) Weighing PVDF using a digital balance, b) Measured PVDF powder.
c) To obtain a uniform mixing of the PVDF sample in DMSO, the sample was
stirred mechanically using a magnetic stirrer and subjected to heating on a hotplate at about 50-60°C for 45 minutes.
d) This mixture was then subjected to ultrasonification to obtain a uniform
distribution of the powder in the solvent until an optimum viscosity for adding
the ceramic powder is achieved.
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Figure 21. a) Measuring DMSO, b) Heating the PVDF-DMSO mixture.
To remove lumped masses, a mesh size of 38 microns was used to sieve the PZT
powder.
e) 50% of PZT(5.2g) ceramic powder was added to this solution and was stirred
mechanically for about 6-12hr.
f) It was then subjected to ultrasound again for 30 minutes until the ceramic powder
was uniformly distributed in the polymer solution. The inorganic solvent in the
mixture was let to evaporate completely in an oven for about 35-45 minutes until
the mixture coagulated at around 100°C.
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Figure 22. a) and b) PVDF-PZT-DMSO mixture subjected to ultrasound.
g) This coagulated mass was then subjected to hot-pressing at the crystallization
temperature of the polymer of about 180°C and pressure of 0.5 × 106 N/m2 for
about 15 minutes.

Figure 23. a) Oven heating of the solution to evaporate DMSO b) Hot-pressing the dried
mass.
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Figure 24. PVDF/PZT sample cooled to room temperature and let dry for a day to get the
flat round composite.
To adjust the thickness of the sample, a roll of Al foil was placed around the sample
during hot pressing [64]. Hot pressing results in the formation of a disc-shaped mold diameter
about 10 cm. The thickness of the mold ranged from 0.5-0.9 mm depending on the cavity and
pressure provided. It was then cut to different dimensions such as 4x4cm, 3x3cm and 3x1cm
dimension as a varying surface area for IDT incorporation.
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Figure 25. a) PVDF/PZT 0-3 Composite after it is cut.
The surface of the substrate showed traces of coagulated mass generated during
uneven oven heating in the Petri-dish. This can be avoided by using a Petri-dish with a
flat base which helps in uniform heating of the liquid material at every point and could
then be subjected to hot-pressing.
A flexible substrate was thus generated with PVDF/PZT composite which was
capable of being bent many times without producing any cracks or other kinds of
damages. This substrate could then be subjected to a micro gold sputtering which in total
would remain flexible. Figure 24 shows the bulk substrate material cut with 3 cm x1 cm
dimension and their flexibility.

Figure 26. Flexible sensor substrate.
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Thus, the result produced a uniform distribution of PVDF particles in the solvent. It
was seen during the experiment that adding 50% of PZT powder to the solution made the final
product exhibit good piezoelectricity maintaining flexibility.
DMF was initially used in the research as the solvent for PVDF. But due to the
hazardous nature and exposure to human, the usage of the chemical was limited. DMF is
classified as a carcinogenic chemical and can also produce a reproductive toxin which could
eventually damage a developing fetus while DMSO is hepatotoxic and will not cause any
reproductive problems [65].
DMSO was used in the research to obtain a stable perovskite device. Both DMSO and
DMF have excellent solubility property and are from the same class of dipolar aprotic solvent.
They have high boiling points of 154°C and 189°C respectively. Also, DMSO/DMF must be
completely removed during the evaporation of the final solution in the oven. To remove the
excess solvent, toluene and chlorobenzene are generally used.
Hot-pressing is usually conducted when a bulk sample is considered, but due to the
limited material available, it was conducted with reduced quantity. Pressing the sample can
produce a dense film which increases the piezoelectric property of the film. Also, it has been
reported that hot-pressing method is one of the most reliable methods for the fabrication of 03 composites since it can operate at high temperature, above the melting point of PVDF
(170°C), at the required pressure. When the sample was pressed at 180°C, stretching operation
occurs which helps in the conversion of alpha phase to the beta phase.
3.1.2.

Poling of the Composite
Poling mechanism must be performed on any piezoelectric sample to induce

piezoelectricity and make it usable. In the case of PVDF, the orientation of the dipole
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concerning the carbon backbone to which it is attached determines its piezoelectric nature. The
negatively charged Fluoride atoms are strongly coupled with the positively charged hydrogen
atoms. Since the all-trans β phase has a highly polar arrangement of fluorine and hydrogen
atoms, when poled, align the charged hydrogen and fluorine atoms in a unit cell generating a
net polarization. The dipoles along the carbon backbone align to produce maximum
spontaneous polarization within the crystal. The strong dipole produces a net charge within the
β crystal phase. In the absence of such dipoles, there is no charge produced in the β phase
PVDF. In the α phase, the dipoles are disorganized within the unit cell, making it non-polar
and hence electrically inactive [66].
Poling process [67,68] can be performed by several methods such as thermal,
electronic beam poling, electric field, corona, plasma, and hysteresis poling.
Steps undertaken in poling
Step 1: Gold sputtering
Gold was sputtered over the sample as shown in Figure 27 to a thickness of about 0.2
μm using a halogen source for 40 secs on both sides of the substrate.

Figure 27. Shows the gold sputtered samples.
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During sputtering, the thickness of the coating is influenced by distance from the target,
distance from the center of the stage as well as sputtering time. Apart from its usage in
polarization, sputtering gold was also used for
h) better conduction during scanning electron microscope imaging.
ii) as an IDT material, where the region around the IDT would be etched away.
Step 2: Thermal Poling
The Polarization of the sample is necessary
to impart piezoelectric property to the obtained
composite for transduction of electric energy to
mechanical energy in a SAW device. The gold
sputtered substrate was sandwiched between two
copper plates. It was made sure that the dimension
of the copper plate was made a few millimeters
smaller than the substrate on each side to prevent
arcing during polarization. There were no bonding
materials applied between the copper plates and the
substrate. The plates were held to the substrate by 4

Figure 28. Immersed substrate in
Si oil bath for polarization.

small insulated clips which helped the sandwiched member prevent dislocation of layers.
Figure 28 shows the process of thermal poling conducted for a 4cm x 4cm substrate material
immersed in a silicone oil bath maintained at 110 ºC in a glass beaker. The sample was
connected to the electric terminals and a DC voltage of about 20 kV/mm was applied in the
thickness direction for 1 hour. This process enabled the substrate to obtain the maximum dipole
alignment in the thickness direction. Figure 29 shows the polarization process.
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The Polarization of PZT occurs if the applied field is higher than the coercive field of
PZT. For a 50/50 vol %, PZT/PVDF the piezoelectric charge coefficient (d33) [69] value is
then measured. The dielectric voltage coefficient (g33) is then measured from the obtained d33
value.

Figure 29. Polarization of PVDF/PZT composite.
3.1.3.

Fabrication of IDT
Step 1: Film Deposition
Deposition of film on the composite substrate could be carried out by several

techniques depending on the depositions that occur due to chemical or physical reactions.
Fabrication of IDTs from chemical mixture includes chemical vapor deposition (CVD),
electrodeposition, epitaxy and thermal oxidation and from physical reactions include physical
vapor deposition (PVD) and the casting process.
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In the CVD process, chemical reactions take place between the source gases enabling
it to condense within the reactor as a solid material which then is deposited on the substrate. In
case of the electrodeposition process, the substrate and an electrode are placed in an electrolyte,
and an electrical potential is applied between the electrode and the conducting area of the
substrate [70]. The chemical reaction between the electrodes and the electrolyte helps in
depositing a layer of material on the substrate surface. In the epitaxy method, atoms are made
to impinge on the substrate surface which subsequently migrates over the surface until they
meet other atoms. This forms a two-dimensional flat surface on the surface which grows by
incorporating additional atoms to form a complete layer. In case of thermal oxidation, the
surface of the substrate is oxidized in an oxygen-rich atmosphere. The film grows into the
substrate by diffusion of oxygen, and the process can be accelerated by increasing the
temperature to 800° C-1100° C film.
In physical vapor deposition process, materials are deposited onto a substrate by
discharging it from the source by either evaporation technique or a sputtering technique.
Casting method [71], used in this thesis, is another form of physical vapor deposition
process where the material to be deposited is dissolved in a solvent. In this process, the solution
is sprayed or deposited by spinning onto the substrate surface and then the solvent is let to
evaporate. This allows a thin layer of material to be coated onto the substrate. This is the
common method used mainly on polymer substrates to deposit the photoresist in the process
of photolithography. A very thin layer of thickness <10 µm can be deposited by this technique.
The steps followed in the spin casting process involves:
a) Dehydrating: substrate sample to dehydrate it above 150 °C for 5 mins.
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b) Spin casting: AZ 1505 photoresist was deposited over the sputtered gold layer of
the substrate by spin casting at 500rpm for 10s and then at 3000rpm for the 40s.
This allowed a thin layer of 10 µm thickness to be deposited on the substrate.
Figure’s 30 and 31 show the spin coating process and formation of the photoresist
layer respectively.

Figure 30. Spin coating of the sample.

Figure 31. Sample coated with photoresist.
c) Baking: The coated sample was soft baked in an electric heater at 115 °C for 1 min
allowing the photoresist to dry.
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Step 2: Pattern formation using photolithography [72]
The photoresist obtained from the spin casting process is covered with a photosensitive
mask and is then exposed to a light radiation source of a specific wavelength. The region on
the photoresist exposed to the radiation experience a change in chemical resistance properties
when a developer solution is sprayed over the photoresist. The region of the photoresist
experiencing the change in resistance is etched away by the developer. The unexposed region
remains unaltered showing that the material is a positive resist. If the exposed region remains
unaltered and the unexposed region etches away, the material is a negative resist. Suitable IDT
material is deposited over the resist, and the resist is subsequently etched away by the process
called “lift off.” Figure 32 represents the overall fabrication process of the IDT using the
photolithography technique.

Figure 32. Sample coated with photoresist placed against photomask prepared to be UV
exposed.
Figure 33 shows a section of photomask placed over the polarized gold sputtered
substrate ready to be subjected to UV exposure. Two glass plates were placed on both sides of
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the sample to keep it flat and in contact with the emulsified face of the photomask. The
substrate needs to be spin coated to conduct the process of photolithography.
Step 2 was followed in the way described below:
a) UV exposing: The sample was placed above a glass plate attached to the
photomask and was exposed to UV rays of intensity 25mW/cm2 for 2.7 sec.
Positive photomask inhibits the light from reaching the areas on the sample where
IDTs are meant to be placed, thus shading the region darker compared to the
remaining. Care was taken to conduct this process in a dark room to prevent the
photoresist from absorbing unwanted radiations. Figure 33 shows the process of
UV exposure on the cut photoresist coated sample.

Figure 33. Photoresist coated sample exposed to UV radiation.
b) Developing: The substrate was then developed to remove the photoresist using
AZ 400K developer and leave behind the darker region making it more
prominent and visible.
c) Baking: It was hard baked on the electric heater for 10 minutes at 120 °C.
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d) Etching: The sample is then subjected to etching to remove the unwanted region
of sputtered gold using the Gold Etchant TFA which completes the process of
photolithography where the gold IDTs are thus produced.

Figure 34. a) Developing the UV radiated sample b) Etching the unexposed gold.

3.2. Testing:
3.2.1.

Testing of the 0-3 Composite

3.2.1.1. FTIR scanning graph of PVDF-PZT 0-3 composite
Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) is a method to determine the infrared
spectrum of the absorption and emission/ transmission data of any material. As we know, all
materials are made up of molecules that have bonds that continuously vibrates and moves
around by undergoing stretch or bend motions [73]. When the frequency of the excitation of
these molecules matches with the frequency of the IR radiation, the type of linkages in these
molecules can be determined.
FTIR data thus provides the absorbance and transmission characteristics at a wide
range of infrared wavelength and shows the peak at a certain wavelength at which the material
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absorbs or emits the radiation. The amplitude of the peak depends on the Infrared (IR)
absorbance and transmittance capability of the material.
The comparison has been made with the absorbance and transmission characteristics
of PVDF, PVDF-TrFE and PZT composite using excel and the analyzed result has been plotted
in Figure 35.
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Figure 35. Graph comparing the IR absorbance of PVDF, PVDF-TrFE, and PZT.
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From the Graph, the absorbance vs. wavelength characteristics of PVDF and PVDFTrFE are shown with high-intensity peaks in the wavelength range of 400-1750 cm-1. A narrow
peak representing highest absorption intensity is shown at a wavelength of 1210 cm-1 for PVDF
and at 1200 cm-1 for PVDF-TrFE depicting the strong C-C bond. Similar narrow high-intensity
peaks are shown at 800 cm-1 for PVDF and at 810 cm-1 for PVDF-TrFE which indicates the
asymmetrical stretching vibration in the C-C-C bond and vibrational [74] stretching in the CF bond. The absorption peak appearing at 1430 cm-1 for PVDF and 1400 cm-1 for PVDFTrFE attributes to the CH2 wagging vibration. Band in the range between 500-800 cm-1
represents the M-O-M (M stands for metal) is shown to represent the strong perovskite [75]
structure of PZT crystals.
FTIR testing was performed with PVDF-PZT composite only. An absorbance plot for
the composite developed from PVDF, DMSO and PZT is shown in Figure 36 as seen from the
plot, a combination of DMSO and PVDF is found to have the highest absorbance intensity
peaks of up to 0.5 and is absorbed in various frequency band of the IR spectrum with the
wavelength in the range of 400-1750 cm-1 and in the range of 2600-4000 cm-1.
DMSO is an ambidentate ligand, meaning it can bind at 2 regions of other atoms i.e. at
the sulfur or the oxygen site. PVDF binds to DMSO at the oxygen site. Complex narrow
absorbance peaks are represented in this range due to the overlapping curves of DMSO and
PVDF material.
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Figure 36. FTIR absorbance plot for PVDF/PZT 0-3 composite.
The region below the graph represents the Peak absorbance amplitude of the composite
in a decreasing value of peak height where Peak 1 shows the maximum peak amplitude of
PVDF absorbed at a wavelength of 877.5 cm-1.
The curve shown indicates the presence of a wide peak of low intensity in the range of
3100-4000 cm-1 which did not exist in the FTIR result of the individual material. This wide
peak with peak depicts the 0-H bond due to carboxylic acid present in PVDF. PVDF is also
absorbed in the range of 2750-3200 cm-1 with a peak at 2922.343 cm-1 indicating the presence
of asymmetric stretching vibration in the C-H bond present in vinylidene CH2== and indicates
the absorption of CH3 in the carboxylic acid.
PZT, on the other hand, is shown to absorb at in a wavelength range of 2750-3200 cmand in the range of 500-900 cm-1. Addition of PZT is said to enhance the β-phase PVDF.

1
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Performance test for the comparison between α and β phases of PVDF have not been
performed. With reference to the document written by S. Satapathy1 and team ‘Crystallization
[76] of PVDF with DMSO, and that the composite has been annealed at a temperature of ~80100 °C for a span of 4-5 hours, the graph should predominantly indicate a major β-phase of
PVDF as a conversion from its α-phase and is absorbed at a wavelength of 1275 cm-1 [77].
3.2.1.2. X-Ray diffraction
The XRD plot shows the dispersion of 4 different materials in the substrate sample
which includes Lead Titanium Zirconium Oxide, Polyvinylidene fluoride, Gold and Lead
Zirconium Oxide. It is observed that Lead Titanium Zirconium Oxide or PZT have higher
intensity compared to the others owing to its highly crystalline nature. The presence of Lead
Zirconium Oxide is also seen in the XRD-plot in Figure 37, which can be interpreted that PZT
materials have been dispersed into its component oxides due to hot-pressing at high
temperature and pressure.

Figure 37. XRD plot representing the chemical composition in the obtained composite.
The intensity of XRD plots shows varying peaks depending upon the size of the
crystallite, its orientation and the texture. Hence the XRD peak is expressed in arbitrary units.
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PZT is shown to have the highest peak of ~5400 counts showing its high crystalline nature.
When compared to PZT, PVDF, indicated by blue lines, is shown to have a very low peak
intensity of 0-700 counts representing its semi-crystalline nature [78].
3.2.2.

Piezoelectric Testing of the Composite Substrate
Once the sample was polarized, the density of the PVDF-PZT composite was measured

by weighing the material using a digital balance. It was seen that for a volume of 3.2 X 10-6m3,
the mass of the sample was 9.1 X 10-3kg and hence the density was found to be 2843kg/m3.
The piezoelectric strain coefficient is measured using YE2730A d33 piezometer which
as shown in Figure 37 which shows a reading of ~22pC/N (or 22pm/V) at 250mN of force.
Also, the dielectric constant εr was used for the available numerical resource and has a value
of 18.09.

Figure 38. d33 measurement of the polarized sample.
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Figure 39. Device used to set mN force to the sample.
With the values of d33 and εr calculated, the piezoelectric strain coefficient g33 is
calculated from the following relation:
𝑔33 =

𝑑33
𝜀𝑜 𝜀𝑟

where ε0 is the permittivity of free space (8.85x10-12 F/m). The value of g33 was
calculated to be 0.137 V/m.
3.2.3.

Testing of the SAW Device
SAW wireless sensing has reduced the computational time of signal processing

calculations by a tremendous amount. A single centralized data acquisition system is used to
measure and analyze a network of distributed sensors. It reduces the need for computing
individual waveform of the signal generated for its frequency shifts, time delays, and
impedance matching.
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4. Results and Discussions
4.1. Results in Substrate Fabrication
4.1.1.

Light Microscopic Image

Figure 40 shows the various compositions of PVDF/PZT in a substrate and the image was
observed under a light microscope of 60x magnification.

Figure 40. Microscopic image of the substrate a) Top-view, b) Bottom-view.
The top surface of the fabricated sample consisted of a finer and smoother nature compared
to the bottom which was coarse and rough. The variation of coarseness was due to the settling
down of dense PZT powder at the bottom of the petri dish during solvent evaporation phase
which occurred at the time of substrate fabrication.
4.1.2.

Scanning Electron Microscopic (SEM) Image

The surface of the substrate was visualized under SEM. It was noticed that during the initial
trials the PZT particles in PVDF were improperly bonded due to the insufficient mixing of
PZT powders in the PVDF matrix. Some of the powders remained as tiny coagulated mass,
which when visualized under the SEM showed a granular size of 20-30μm.
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Table 3. Chemical composition of the composite.
Properties

Values

DMSO

15ml

PVDF

3.8g

PZT content

50 vol.% of PVDF-DMSO solution

The average granular size 3μm - 30μm.

Figure 41. SEM images with a) Non-uniform particle distribution in PVDF matrix
b) Uniform particle distribution in PVDF matrix.
With this in concern, the PZT powder was subjected to rigorous stirring for about 12hrs.
It was then sputtered with a micro layer of gold and visualized under SEM for better conduction
as shown in Figure 41. It then showed an average granular size of 3-10μm.
A Comparison was performed with the research done by T.Siponkoski and his team to
match the visualization [79] of 50% PZT content in PVDF shown in Figure 42. It was noticed
that the SEM image of the obtained composite matched well with 50% PZT content which
shows equal volume fraction of PVDF and PZT. Note that the sputtered gold created a blackish
region on the image.
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Figure 42. SEM images used for comparison of volume fraction [79].
4.1.3.

Comparative
Composites:

Study

of

PVDF-TrFE/PZT

and

PVDF/PZT

During the experiment, it was noticed that the flexibility of PVDF/PZT sample
gradually reduced during the transition of PZT content from 40-50% whereas, in case of
PVDF-TrFE/PZT sample, the sample remained far more flexible even at 50% PZT content. It
could be interpreted that even though 50% PZT content in PVDF maintained the flexibility,
the overall sample would show a low fatigue life than PVDF-Trifle/PZT, even though the
fatigue test was not performed. PVDF/PZT had a brittle nature to its flexibility and the sample
had the tendency to rupture when subjected to buckling along the surface. On the other hand,
it was easier to work with PVDF-TrFE/PZT composite because it could be easily
folded/buckled several times and still wouldn’t rupture easily.
It was also noticed that during photolithography PVDF/PZT sample absorbed most of
the photoresist which was spin coated on the surface due to the surface coarseness and made
the sample surface look maroon, the color of the photoresist, which was hard to be developed
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away, and in turn the etchant couldn’t etch away the deposited gold layer easily. On the other
hand, the photoresist on the PVDF-TrFE/PZT surface was removed easily using the developer
and the etchant clearly etched away from the deposited gold layer unexposed to UV radiations.

4.2.

Photomask Design and Development
For the design of photomask, it was required to provide the necessary IDT dimensions.

The parameters used in designing the IDT for a 50:50 PVDF-TrFE/PZT substrate is shown in
the table below. The IDT finger width was designed to 9.1 microns initially and the parameters
were calculated as shown.
Table 4. SAW device parameters [80].
Parameters

Symbol Value

Units

Wavelength

λ0

72.8

μm

Wave velocity

v

2600

m/s

Piezoelectric coupling
coefficient
Center frequency

k2

.0014

f0

35

MHz

Delay line length

L

3.6

mm

Characteristic
Impedance
No. of finger pairs

Rg

50

Ω

Np1

12

No. of finger pairs

Np2

6

Aperture

Wt`

5.1

mm

Finger spacing

Wf

9.1

μm

Finger width

Ew

9.1

μm

BBH

36

μm

Bus bar height

With these parameters, double-electrode type IDTs were designed on a free version of
Layout Editor Software. The busbars were designed to maintain the input port at 0.9 mm
distance from each other to accommodate for testing as shown below in Figure 43:
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Figure 43. IDT design sketched on Layout Editor.
The fingers and the finger gap were designed with 9.1μm, which almost blurred the
electrodes together. Also, during photolithography, the electrodes could easily be etched away
and the equipment in the laboratory were limited to maintain such dimensional precision. To
eliminate this problem, the thickness of the electrodes was increased. The electrode thickness
was hence set to 100 microns by reducing the frequency of the acoustic wave. Table 5 and
Figure 44 represents the modified IDT dimensions to compensate for the drawbacks.
Table 5. Modified IDT dimensions.
Parameters

Symbol Value

Units

No. of finger pairs

Np1

6

No. of finger pairs

Np2

3

Aperture

Wt`

5.1

mm

Finger spacing

Wf

100

μm

Finger width

Ew

100

μm

BBH

250

μm

Bus bar height
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Figure 44. Modified IDT design sketched on Layout Editor.
The design was then patterned on AutoCAD with two different IDT thickness
configurations as shown in Figure 45.
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.
Figure 45. Modified IDT design sketched on Layout Editor.
The upper three-quarter of the pattern was designed with an electrode width of 100
microns with necessary variations in the height and bus bar width, and the lower patterns were
designed with an electrode width of 9 microns as a support design during testing as shown in
Figure 45. Patterning was done to develop the photomask. To generate a positive photomask,
the designed pattern was sent to Artnet Pro Inc, CA. The generated design was printed in a
black and white format which was then used during photolithography.
IDTs printed on the substrate material is shown in Figure 46. a), which shows the fine
lines of electrodes. Some parts of the substrate were not etched properly due to insufficient UV
radiations reaching the photoresist coated surface, and that happened due to surface
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deformations. Figure 46. b) shows the IDT fingers visualized under a 60x resolution
microscope.

Figure 46. a) IDTs developed using photolithographic process, b) IDT fingers
visualized under a microscope.

4.3. SAW Responses Using MATLAB
SAW device calculation was performed on MATLAB with codes extracted from
previous ERAU thesis (done by Johannes Osse, 2017) and the plots were obtained for the
modified IDT dimensions.
For the first order impulse response method, the graph of frequency response was
obtained by the fast fourier transform of the raw signal. The graph represents a center
frequency of 3.25 MHz. The Center frequency is the defined as the frequency at which the
impedance match between the RF signal and the input IDT of the SAW device occurs for
maximum signal transduction. Generally, a higher value of center frequency is necessary for
better sensitivity which reduces the size of the SAW device. Since fabrication of such tiny IDT
finger width is quite a challenge, the SAW center frequency was reduced to a lower value and
the IDT finger width was increased to compensate the reduction in frequency and thus maintain
the acoustic wavelength.
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The figure represents the insertion loss occurring in the SAW device, which is
the loss generated during the installation of IDT on the substrate surface. The insertion loss is
seen to be minimum at the center frequency of the SAW device. It is of the order of 25dB
representing a low loss. Experimental values of insertion loss could be much higher.
SAW device admittance is the sum or superposition of the conductance and
susceptance, defined as the ratio of the input current to voltage. It is represented in Figure 46
which shows that the admittance is maximum at the center frequency represented by a sharp
peak of low bandwidth.

Figure 47. Shows the frequency response, insertion loss, admittance, conductance, and
susceptance obtained from the first order impulse response model [80].
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Figure 48 shows the Frequency response obtained from the cross field or transmission
matrix approach. The ripples in the graph depict the loss due to triple transit reflection between
the transducers. This expresses that the cross-field method considers the losses during SAW
operation. To keep the losses at a minimum, the impedance of the source signal must match
with the impedance of the input IDT. The green curve shows the phase plot overlapped on the
frequency curve.

Figure 48. Represents the frequency response of the second order cross-field model.

4.4. Testing of the SAW Device
SAW wireless sensing has reduced the computational time of signal processing
calculations by a tremendous amount. A single centralized data acquisition system is used to
measure and analyze a network of distributed sensors. It reduces the need for computing
individual waveform of the signal generated for its frequency shifts, time delays, and
impedance matching.
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Radio Frequency(RF) testing on the SAW device was performed by connecting 2
RF probes to the input and output IDTs which in turn was connected to a KEYSIGHT
E5071C ENA series Network Analyzer. An RF beam of 10dBm was provided to the IDT
input and the frequency was varied from 9 kHz to 8.5 GHz. Figure 49 a) and b) show the
probes connected to the input and output terminals of the IDT and the setup visualized
under the microscope of 10x resolution.

Figure 49. a) and b) Sensor attached to Network Analyzer through the RF probes.
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Figure 50. SAW transmission signal displayed on Network Analyzer.
Figure 50 shows the network analyzer displaying the transmission plot for
amplitude change of the SAW delay line sensor when only the input IDT is connected to
the RF probe.

Figure 51. SAW transmission curve.
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SAW signal transmission is presented in Figure 51. Variation of the S21 parameter
for the sensor with the RF probes connected both to the input and the output IDTs is shown
by the red curve and the frequency variation with S-parameter for the probe connected only
to the input IDT is represented by the blue curve.
The maximum response peak occurs for the sensor is seen to occur at 2.1GHz. Since
the range of frequency is displayed from 0-8GHz, smaller scale frequency response could
not be interpreted much. The insertion loss of 60dB shows a low signal level at the output.
This insertion loss caused in the device causes a large variation in signal response at the
output due to noise. The signal bandwidth can be visualized to be ~3-4MHz with close
interpretation. The curve in the transmission has irregular variation due to lack of impedance
matching. While the impedance of the RF signal is 50Ω, the impedance of the sensor
depends on the IDT geometry, resonance frequency, wave attenuation and delay line [81].
An ideal IDT that matches an exact value of impedance is difficult to be designed and
requires precise tools for fabrication. Also, the ripples in the plot are observed to be caused
due to various losses such as the improper impedance matching, triple transit interference,
effect of metallization of IDT and electromagnetic resonance of the IDT on the substrate.
Figure 52 represents the phase change of SAW signal with respect to the frequency.
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Figure 52. SAW phase curve.
Phase v.s. frequency plot gives the degree to which the pair of frequency components
of waves transmitting from the input to the output IDTs are out of phase. Here the range is in
between 180° to -180°. When the phase change of the device is measured with that obtained
by strain measurements in the device, the shift in the phase curve could help us interpret the
strain undergone by the sensor. The phase plot is seen to have irregular slanted lines due to the
the reflection from the edges and the triple transit interference during wave propagation. With
minimal losses in the device, most of the lines on the phase plot would stand vertical and
compact without much anamolies.
When the external parameters are sensed by the device in the delay line region, the
velocity of the wave propagating in the delay line is strongly affected. If the sensor is subjected
to tension, compression and bending, or even to a higher temperature, the length and elasticity
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constants of the substrate is changed. These changes in dimension and properties cause changes
in velocity and phase in the delay region, which then proportionally shift the center and
resonant frequencies with time delay and wave attenuation between the IDTs.
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5. Conclusion
The study deals with the fabrication of a piezoelectric sensor made flexible using
PZT/PVDF and PZT/PVDF-TrFE composite as the substrate with deposition of gold IDTs on
the surface in a delay line configuration, enabling the device to transmit waves and detect strain
at the delay line region of the SAW sensor.
The analytical study of fabrication of PZT/PVDF substrate is performed by a series
of fabrication stages by dissolving PVDF and PVDF-TrFE in DMSO solvent, mixing PZT
powder onto it and hot pressing the obtained mold. The film thus obtained is polarized to
impart piezoelectric properties to the PZT/PVDF and PZT/PVDF-TrFE composite.
Addition of PZT in powder is shown to have improved the piezoelectric response and
stabilized electromechanical coupling coefficient and the dielectric values. Sample
polarization is conducted, and the sample was visualized and tested using FTIR scanning,
X-Ray diffraction, and SEM microscopy.
Due to the superior permittivity of β phase PVDF, it could be electrically
polarized by mechanically stretching and poling it at a high electric field. The net dipole
moment attained facilitated PVDF and its copolymer film to achieve its piezoelectric
properties. Electrical polarization also caused PVDF/PVDF-TrFE to accumulate large
electric fields, enabling them to possess piezoelectric properties. PVDF or its copolymer
was proved to be one of the best materials considered to attain flexibility which processes
other advantages such as low cost, low density, eminent pliability, low electrical and
mechanical impedance, efficient response time, low power consumption, biocompatibility,
and non-toxicity.
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During the substrate fabrication uniform distribution of the ceramic powder was
one of the necessities. Uneven distribution of the ceramic in the solution could lead to the
formation of thickened mass within the solution which can result in a variation of
piezoelectric properties in the cast at each point. A solution to prevent the coagulated
masses of the ceramic in the solution was by ultrasonic heating of the mixture which
reduces the polymer viscosity. Poor mixing could also result in improper adhesion between
the ceramic and the polymer and could even create air bubbles in the cast.
Once the substrate was polarized, the IDTs were made to incorporate on its
surface to achieve the electromechanical wave conversion on the surface of the sensor and
thus detect the frequency response of the system. Design of IDT was a challenging task
which required high accuracy procedures such as photolithography to obtain finger
thickness as low as 100nm. The necessary photomask was designed to be used during
photolithography and the process was conducted with care, precision and in an enclosed
room with no lights. The process of etching was also a challenging task and required a
specific amount of time, which if crossed could etch away the fine electrodes and reduce
its thickness, or even erase the entire electrode.
D33 meter showed a fluctuation between 19-23pN/mm. Due to the problems in
arcing and limited material and time available, the polarization process was performed at
12kV/mm for 3 hours instead of 20kV/mm for 1 hour. It has not been confirmed that the
prolonged exposure could be a means to tackle the polarization process, but since it gave a
similar result assumption was made that the polarization process was complete.
RF testing of the sample was performed by sending and receiving RF waves from
the RF probes connected to the sensor which could interpret the S-parameters and the
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frequency response of the sample. The sample if tested for stain could provide the
transmission and reflection characteristics of the sensor during strain measurement and
thus the shift in the amplitude and phase of the graph could provide information on the
strain.
SAW sensors can thus compile sophisticated signal processing functions into a
single unit. Several hundreds of capacitances and inductors can, therefore, be gathered into
a single tiny chip. Also due to their mass production capability and inexpensive
photolithography technique, the expense of each sensor reduces drastically. The passive
wireless SAW sensor thus generated is used in filter oscillators, actuators, resonators,
chemical and bio-sensing and even in the tires of Automobiles or airplanes. Due to their
passive nature, they can also be monitored in any harsh environment.
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6. Future Work
This project has been presented for the development of a SAW sensor capable of
sensing strain. Even though the device has been fabricated, there are several further
discrepancies to be resolved. The SAW device modelling has not been performed on the
piezoelectric substrate with the exact data interpreted from its result. The velocity of the
SAW substrate has been assumed from a previous research written by Johannes, an Embry
Riddle Alumni, and its frequency response plot have been determined with the procedures
followed from his MATLAB files. The device velocity of propagation and the dielectric
properties will have to be tested with relevant equipment to perform these procedures. The
dielectric constant of the material could not be tested and was again assumed from a
previous research and with this, the g33 parameter was calculated.
The XRD and FTIR plots are obtained only for the PVDF/PZT composite and not
for the PVDF-TrFE/PZT sample since the usage of PVDF-TrFE was decided only in the
later stages of the experiment.. The device must be tested with the RF signal and the Sparameters need to be determined which provides the transmission and reflective
characteristics of the SAW device. The device could then be tested on a structure for
determining the strain.
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7. Recommendation
The designed SAW device can be modified at various stages and tested for better
accuracy and precision. The amount of PZT in the substrate can be varied and an optimum
value of the PZT content could be determined to achieve the best result. A detailed study
can be performed by comparing the PZT/PVDF composite with PZT/PVDF-TrFE
composite and the advantage of using one over the other can be noted and made use of.
Also, SAW substrate can be tested for durability by conducting fatigue, tensile, torsional
testing along with the test for bucking and failure analysis.
The IDTs on the substrate can be modified by decreasing the thickness helping the
device to reduce its acoustic wavelength and in turn increases the required RF signal and
helps in better transmission characteristics of the device. The delay line type configuration
of the IDTs can also be replaced by a resonator with additional reflective gratings added to
the device for better device sensing. The device can also be subjected to a detailed
simulation on ANSYS Piezo and Acoustics, COMSOL, ONScale or PZFlex for a better
understanding of the propagating electromagnetic wave and for validating the numerical
results by determining the wave properties.
Methods to reduce the losses in the SAW device can be studied in detail and be
implemented for improved accuracy in the frequency response. It could also be modified
for temperature, gas and pressure sensing. The device may be tested on a static structure
and then a dynamic structure and analyzed for its strain characteristics. A combination of
such sensors can be used to analyze a full-scale dynamic model like on a structural
component of an aircraft or automobile or even in difficult to reach areas.
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9. Appendix
A. IDT calculations for mathematical calculations
Inputs:
Material: PVDF-PZT composite
NBW=1.5 MHz
Bus bar height= 36 10−6 m
Assumptions:
Wave velocity, v = 2600m/s
Characteristic Impedance, R=50Ω
Capacitor/finger/m=0.5x10-12pF/cm
No. of finger pairs in input IDT=6
No. of finger pairs in input IDT=3
Electrode width=Width of the gap between the electrodes
Calculations:
Thickness of the SAW substrate, t= 0.728mm
Max SAW wavelength =

t 728 10−6
=
= 72.8 10−6 m
10
10

Calculated center frequency = f 0 =

Fractional Bandwidth, B =



v



=

2600
= 35.71106 Hz
0.0728

NBW
1.5 106
=
= 0.042
f0
35.71106

72.8 10−6
= 9.110−6 m
Width of electrode, Ew = =
8
8
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Electrode length, W = 70*  = 70*72.8 10−6 = 5096 10−6 m
Delay line length= L = 100*  = 50*72.8 10−6 = 3640 10 −6 m
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B. MATLAB Simulation for First Order Response
clear all ;
clc ;
%inputs
%f0=50e6; %Synchronous frequency [Hz]
v=2600; %velocity of substrate [m/ s]
k=sqrt (0.0014); %Piezoelectric coefficient
BBH=250e-6; %Bus bar height [m]
Rg=50; %El e c t r i c a l (Y_0 characteristic) impedance
[Ohm]
C_fp=0.5e-12; %Capacitance per finger pair
%lambda0=v / (4* f0); %Wavelength ; for double finger
design ,finger width is lambda/4
delay =6.25; %Delay l ine length in wavelengths
Ew=100e-6; lambda0=8*Ew;
f0=v/lambda0; fmin=0.5* f0; %minimum frequency [Hz]
fmax=1.5* f0; %maximum frequency [Hz]
df =(fmax-fmin) /10000; %frequency step size del ta f
NBW=0.5e6; %Null bandwidth
%Electrode width for double electrode design
N_fp=round((2/NBW) * f0); %Number of finger pairs
f=fmin: df: fmax; %frequency range
%W=(1/Rg) * (1/ (f0 *2*C_fp*N_fp)) * real (1/ (4*
k^2*N_fp+1i * pi));
W=5100e-6;
Wf=225e-6; %Finger bus bar spacing; for double finger
design spacing i s lambda/8 °> v/8* f0
Wt=W+Wf; %Finger height
%Calculations
for i =1: size (f, 2)
if f (i)==f0
x=0;
else
x=N_fp* pi * ((f (i)-f0) / f0);
end
Ga=8*k^2*C_fp*W* f0 *N_fp^2*(sin (x) /x) ^2; %Radiation
conductance
CT=N_fp*C_fp*W; %Total IDT capacitance
Ba=Ga* (sin (2* x)-2*x) / (2* x.^2); %Acoustic
susceptance
H=2*k* sqrt (C_fp* f0) *N_fp* (sin (x) /x) ; %Frequency
response
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Yr ( i )=min(Ga+sqrt(-1) * (2* pi * f *CT+Ba) )
; %Admittance
Zr ( i ) =1/Yr ( i ) ; %Impedance
Hn( i ) =20* log10 ( abs (H/1) ) ;
IL ( i )=-10*log10 ( (2*Ga*Rg) /( (1+Ga*Rg)^2+min(Rg*
(2* pi * f *CT+Ba) )^2) ) ;
Gn( i )=Ga/1;
Bn( i )=Ba/1;
L=1/(2* pi * f0 ) ^2*CT; %Matching series inductor [ (
s^2/F)=H]
W=(1/Rg) * (1/ (2* f0 *C_fp*N_fp) ) * ( ( 4 * k^2*N_fp)
/(4* k^2*N_fp)^2+pi^2) ; %Aperture optimization
Q( i )=imag( Yr ( i ) ) / real ( Yr ( i ) ) ;
end
figure(1);
plot ( f ,Hn,'LineWidth',1,'color',[0/255 0/255 175/255])
xlim( [15e5 50e5 ] )%ylim( [4 5] )
grid on
title('Frequency response H_n')
xlabel('f [Hz]')
ylabel('H_n( f )')
figure(2);
plot(f,IL,'LineWidth',1,'color',[0/255 0/255 175/255])
xlim([15e5 50e5])
%ylim( [4 5] )
grid on
title('Insertion loss')
xlabel ('f [Hz]')
ylabel ('IL ( f ) [dB]')
figure (3) ;
plot(f,Gn,'LineWidth',1,'color',[0/255 0/255 175/255])
xlim( [15e5 50e5])
%ylim( [4 5] )
grid on
title('Radiation condutance G_n')
xlabel ('f [Hz]')
ylabel ('G_n( f )')
figure (4) ;
plot (f ,Bn ,'LineWidth',1,'color',[0/255 0/255 175/255])
xlim( [15e5 50e5] )
%ylim( [4 5] )
grid on
title ( ' Acoustic Susceptance B_n ' )
xlabel ( ' f [Hz] ' )
ylabel ( 'B_n ' )
figure (5) ;
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plot( f , Zr ,'LineWidth', 1 ,'color' , [0/255 0/255
175/255])
xlim( [15e5 50e5] )
%ylim( [4 5] )
grid on
title ('Impedance Z_r')
xlabel ('f [Hz]' )
ylabel ( 'Z_r ( f )')
figure (6) ;
plot ( f , Yr ,'LineWidth', 1 ,'color' , [0/255 0/255
175/255])
xlim( [15e5 50e5])
%ylim( [4 5] )
grid on
title('Admittance Y_r' )
xlabel ( ' f [Hz] ' )
ylabel ( 'Y_r ( f )' )
figure (7) ;
hAxes = gca ;
plot ( hAxes , f , Bn ,'LineWidth', 1 , 'color' , [0/255
0/255 175/255]) ;
hold ( hAxes , 'on' ) ;
plot ( hAxes , f , Gn,'LineWidth' , 1 , 'color' , [0/255
177/255 0/255] ) ;
xlim( [15e5 50e5] )
%ylim( [4 5] )
grid on
title ( 'Conductance G_n and susceptance B_n ' )
xlabel ( 'f [Hz]' )
ylabel ('B_n and G_n ‘)
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C. MATLAB Simulation for Second Order Response
%Simulation of the frequency response of SAW delay line
sensor
clear all ;
clc ;
f0=50e6 ; %center frequency
v=2600; %SAW velocity on the free sect ions of PVDF°PZT
composite
v_m=2500; %SAW velocity on the metallized sect ions of
PVDF°PZT composite
lambda_0=v/f0; %SAW wavelength
N_pf1=6; %Number of fingers in the input IDT
N_pf2=3; %Number of fingers in the output IDT
BBH=250e-6; %Bus bar height
C_fp=0.5e-12; %Capacitance per finger pair per unit length
k=sqrt(0.0014) ; %Electromechanical coupling coefficient of
PVDF°PZT composite , describes the energy conversion
%efficiency and potential sensitivity in A_se better way
than
%the piezoelectric coefficients
df =0.125*lambda_0 ; %free section 8/lambda
dm=0.125*lambda_0 ; %metallized section 8/lambda
fm=v_m/lambda_0 ; %frequency of metallized _section
W=5300e-6; %Acoustic aperture, factor=80 to
%minimize finger resistance
d=5000e-6; %Length of the delay line (transmission line)
Z=1/( f0 *C_fp*W*k ) ; %acoustic impedance for free sect
ions without fingers
Z_m=1/(fm*C_fp*W*k ) ; %acoustic impedance for the
metallized sect ions with fingers
k11=(0.016+(0.02*BBH/lambda_0) ) * (2* pi /lambda_0) ; %Se
l f coupling coefficient for PVDF°PZT composite
i =1;
for f =30e6:5000:101e6 %Frequency range
lambda=v/ f ; %wavelength
omega=2*pi * f ; %c i r c l e frequency
%Computation of the ABCD matrix for a single finger
theta_f =2*pi * f * df /v ; %acoustic angle in free
region
theta_m=2*pi * f *dm/v_m; %acoustic angle in metallized
region
%Computation of the f ree region between fingers
Af=cos ( theta_f ) ;
Bf=sqrt(-1) *Z* sin ( theta_f ) ;
Cf=sqrt(-1) * sin ( theta_f ) /Z;
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Df=cos ( theta_f ) ;
%Computation of the metallized regions under fingers
Am=cos ( theta_m) ;
Bm=sqrt(-1) *Z_m* sin ( theta_m) ;
Cm=sqrt(-1) * sin ( theta_m) /Z_m;
Dm=cos(theta_m) ;
%Cascading matrix for a s ingle finger to calculate 2x2
A finger matrix
Afinger =[Af Bf ; Cf Df ]*[Am Bm;Cm Dm]*[ Af Bf ; Cf Df
] ;
A_se=Afinger (1 ,1) ; %Single f inger matrix value in
1. Row and 1. Column respect ively Afinger_11
B_se=Afinger (1 ,2) ; %Afinger_12
C_se=Afinger (2 ,1) ; %Afinger_21
D_se=Afinger (2 ,2) ; %Afinger_22
theta_d=2*pi * f *d/v ; %delay path
theta_e=acos (A_se ) ;
Ze=B_se /( sqrt(-1) * sin ( theta_e ) ) ;
%2x2 transmission matrix for a single finger of the IDT
t11 =0.5* (2*A_se+(B_se/Z)+Z*C_se ) ;
t12 =0.5* (Z*C_se-(B_se/Z) ) ;
t13 =( ( sqrt (-1 ) * tan ( theta_e /2) * (Z^0.5) )
/(2*Ze) ) *(-A_se-1-(B_se/Z)) ;
t21=-t12 ;
t22=conj(t11) ;
t23=sqrt(-1) * tan ( theta_e /2) * (Z^0.5) *(1+A_se(B_se/Z) ) /(2*Ze) ;
t31=2* t13 ;
t32=-2*t23 ;
t33=sqrt(-1) *omega*C_fp*W*0.5+ sqrt(-1) *2* ( tan (
theta_e /2) /Ze)-sqrt(-1)...
* ( sin ( theta_e ) * ( tan ( theta_e /2) ^2) ) /Ze
;
%computing the 2x2 IDT matrix
t1 =[ t11 t12 ; t21 t22 ]^N_pf1 ; %2x2 scattering
matrix T_p^N_input (N finger pairs )
t3 =[ t11 t12 ; t21 t22 ]^N_pf2 ; %2x2 scattering
matrix T_p^N_output(N finger pairs )
t111=t1 (1 ,1) ;
t121=t1 (1 ,2) ;
t123=t3 (1 ,2) ;
t113=t3 (1 ,1) ;
t213=t3 (2 ,1) ;
t223=t3 (2 ,2) ;
t211=t1 (2 ,1) ;
t221=t1 (2 ,2) ;
Bp=[ t13 ; t23 ]+[ t11 t12 ; t21 t22 ]*[-t13;-t23 ] ;
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Cp=[ t31 t32 ] * [ t11 t12 ; t21 t22 ]+[-t31 -t32 ] ;
t33p=2* t33 +[ t31 t32 ]*[-t13;-t23 ] ;
Tp=[ t11 t12 ; t21 t22 ]^2;
B_N0= [ 0 ; 0 ] ; %B_N
C_N0=[0 0 ] ; %C_N
B_Nout = [ 0 ; 0 ] ; %B_N_out
C_Nout=[0 0 ] ; %C_N_out
t333 =(N_pf2/2) * t33p ; %from t33N = N* t33p + formula
t331 =(N_pf1/2) * t33p ;
%computing t13, t23, t31, t32, t33 values for the whole
IDT
%Input IDT
for i1 =1:(N_pf1/2) %dynamic loop , set the index value
i1 to 1 , 2 , 3 . . . up to value of N_p1/2
B_N0=B_N0+(Tp^( i1 -1) ) *Bp;
C_N0=C_N0+Cp*Tp^( i1 -1) ;
t331=t331 +( (N_pf1/2)-i1 ) *Cp*Tp^( i1 -1)
*Bp; %t33N, for N=1 it is t331
end
%Ref lector
for i2 =1: (N_pf2/2)
B_Nout=B_Nout+(Tp^( i2 -1) ) *Bp;
C_Nout=C_Nout+Cp*Tp^( i2 -1) ;
t333=t333 +( (N_pf2/2)-i2 ) *Cp*Tp^( i2 -1) *Bp;
end
%Def ini t ion of elements t_ (line row port) of
transmission line to
%the according T°matrix value (line, row)
t131=B_N0(1 ,1) ;
t133=B_Nout (1 ,1) ;
t231=B_N0(2 ,1) ;
t233=B_Nout (2 ,1) ;
t311=C_N0(1 ,1) ;
t313=C_Nout (1 ,1) ;
t321=C_N0(1 ,2) ;
t323=C_Nout (1 ,2) ;
%ABCD matrix of delay path
Ad=cos(theta_d) ;
Bd=sqrt(-1) *Z* sin ( theta_d ) ;
Cd=sqrt(-1) * sin ( theta_d ) /Z;
Dd=cos ( theta_d ) ;
%Computation of transmission matrix for delay path
d11=0.5* (2*Ad+ (Bd/Z) +Z*Cd);
d12=0.5* (Z*Cd-(Bd/Z));
d21=-d12;
d22=0.5*(2*Ad-(Bd/Z)-Z*Cd);
d2=[d11 d12 ; d21 d22 ] ;
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%Used subs t i tut ions
sub1=t1 *d2* t3 ;
sub2=t1 *d2 * [ t133 ; t233 ] ;
sub3=[ t311 t321 ] *d2* t3 ;
sub4=[ t311 t321 ] *d2 * [ t133 ; t233 ] ;
%computing Y°parameter (admittance) for the SAW delay
line
y11 (i)=t331-(sub3(1 ,1)*t131/sub1(1,1));
y12 (i)=sub4(1,1)-(sub3(1,1)*sub2(1,1)/sub1(1,1));
y21 (i)=-t313*t131/sub1(1,1);
y22 (i)=t333-(t313*sub2(1,1)/sub1(1,1));
%Computing frequency response S21 using the Y parameter
s11(i) =((1-y11(i)) *(1+y22(i))+y12(i)*y21( i ) ) /(
(1+y11 ( i ) ) *(1+y22 ( i ))...
-y12 ( i ) *y21 ( i ) ) ;
s12(i)=-2*y12 ( i ) /( (1+y11 ( i ) ) *(1+y22 ( i ) )y12 ( i ) *y21 ( i ) ) ;
s21(i)=-2*y21 ( i ) /( (1+y11 ( i ) ) *(1+y22 ( i ) )y12 ( i ) *y21 ( i ) ) ;
s22(i) =((1+y11 ( i ) ) *(1-y22 ( i ) )+y12 ( i ) *y21
( i ) ) /( (1+y11 ( i ) ) *(1+y22 ( i )...
)-y12 ( i ) *y21 ( i ) );
%Computing Z parameter as impedance
z11=((1+s11 ( i ) ) *(1-s22 ( i ) )+s12 ( i ) * s21 ( i
) ) /((1-s11 ( i ) ) *(1-s22 ( i ) )-...
s12 ( i ) * s21 ( i ) ) ;
z12=2*s12 ( i ) /((1-s11 ( i ) ) *(1-s22 ( i ) )-s12 (
i ) * s21 ( i ) ) ;
z21=2*s21 ( i ) /((1-s11 ( i ) ) *(1-s22 ( i ) )-s12 (
i ) * s21 ( i ) ) ;
z22=((1-s11 ( i ) ) *(1+ s22 ( i ) )+s12 ( i ) * s21 (
i ) ) /((1-s11 ( i ) ) *(1-s22 ( i ) )-...
s12 ( i ) * s21 ( i ) ) ;
%modified S parameter including source and load
impedance
s21_n( i )=-50*z12 /( z12^2-(z11+50) * ( z22+50) ) ;
i = i +1;
end
%Plot
figure(10);
f =30e6:5000:101e6 ;
y1 = 20*log10(abs( s21_n)) ;
y2 = angle(s21_n)*180/pi ;
yyaxis left
plot(f,y1,'r')
title( 'Frequency Response of delay line with N_{fp1}=6 and
N_{fp2}=3','FontSize',18);
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xlabel ('Frequency (MHz)','FontSize',18);
ylabel ( 'dB' , 'FontSize' ,18)
set(findall(gca,'type','line'),'linewidth',1)
yyaxis right
plot (f,y2,'g')
ylabel ('Phase angle ( degrees )','FontSize' ,18)
ylim([-200 200] )

